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to potential health effects that should be studied at lower exposures. 
Industry may also initiate occupational research to validate anecdotal 
claims.9

Relying on anecdotes and surveillance to identify possible male 
reproductive toxicants, however, is haphazard. In contrast to more 
overt health hazards, male occupational reproductive hazards can 
be “silent”; this presents an obstacle to identifying emerging hazards 
using human populations. To illustrate, suppose hypothetically 
that an effect such as reversible sterility is, in fact, induced by 
an unsuspected male reproductive toxicant. Although this is an 
extremely severe effect, only the subset of nonvasectomized male 
men trying to achieve pregnancy (or at least having regular sexual 
intercourse) with reproductive-aged, noncontracepting partners 
during the exposure period, who underwent a diagnostic work-up 
during the exposure period, and then were informed they were 
sterile, would even be aware a problem exists. As another example, 
a broader group of workers may be privately aware of an overt 
outcome such as diminished sexual function, but (as with infertility) 
misattribute it to normal aging, etc., and have a similar reluctance 
to disclose it. And so, even after a reproductive health problem is 
acknowledged, it may only be known to a man’s partner, and perhaps, 
his private physician. It is probably safe to assert, therefore, that a 
cluster of male reproductive health problems is far less apt to “sound 
the alarm” than a cluster of more commonly diagnosed and socially 
discussed health problems. Therefore, the toxicologist, the physician, 
the epidemiologist, the worker himself, the labor union, and the 

INITIATION OF HUMAN STUDIES
Most research on human male reproductive health has been stimulated 
by studies of the effects of exposures in animals and their offspring. 
Many research gaps remain, as the pool of potential human exposures 
with undetermined effects on male reproduction is vast. More than 
72 million unique organic and inorganic substances are currently 
registered in the Chemical Abstract Service database of the American 
Chemical Society, with about 15 000 new substances added per day at 
this writing.1 Roughly 84 000 chemicals are in commerce in the US2 
and over 100 000 in the European Union (EU),3 but male reproductive 
toxicity has only been thoroughly investigated in a small fraction of 
them. Under the 2007 European regulation on Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH), manufacturers 
and importers are required to identify and share chemical risks which 
are then added to a European Union registry for subsequent evaluation 
and public dissemination.4

Surveillance and anecdotal observations also have led to investigations 
of male reproductive exposures. Studies of dibromochloropropane 
(DBCP) were initiated after informal discussions of infertility problems 
among wives attending a softball game.5 The petroleum refinery industry 
exemplifies a profession in which the workers themselves had concerns 
regarding their reproductive health.6 Work-related accidents such as 
contamination of a truck driver and rescue workers responding to a 
truck accident related bromine spill7 or the nuclear radiation disaster 
in Chernobyl8 also have led to studies. Adverse health effects observed 
in case studies of high dose accidental exposures may provide clues 
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corporation need to continue to be “on the lookout” for potential 
exposures and study populations.

STUDIES OF HUMAN POPULATIONS: DESIGNS AND 
CONSIDERATIONS
Animal and human experimentation on the male reproductive system 
have constraints, both ethical and pragmatic. Unlike animal studies, 
human studies cannot rely on random assignment of subjects to treatment 
or control groups or controlling all extraneous variables like diet and 
environment. Consequently, alternative designs and analysis methods for 
observational studies have been developed with the goal of controlling 
or minimizing biases introduced by sub-  or non-randomization. 
Population-based studies, broadly, are one such category of designs. 
The goal of sample selection in a population-based study is to 
represent the target human population of interest. To the extent sample 
representativeness is achieved, results of population-based studies may 
be considered externally valid (i.e., generalizable) for testing associations.

Epidemiological studies of occupational exposures and adverse 
male reproductive effects may follow several different study 
epidemiological designs. Involving industrial hygiene measures and 
biomarkers can better define the exposure and the level of exposure. Few 
occupational settings have single exposures to potential reproductive 
toxicants, but a milieu of chemical and physical conditions. Some 
concurrent exposures can be additive, and in some cases synergistic, 
amplifying the observed effect.10,11 A careful assessment of the chemical 
and environment should be made.

Cohort Studies
Reproductive cohort studies evaluate the frequency of adverse outcomes 
among a group defined by common characteristics (e.g., demography, 
geography, and exposures) by following them over time.

In such a study, baseline data are collected, and individuals are 
followed longitudinally, either prospectively or retrospectively, for 
a specific reproductive outcome. The results are then compared by 
differences in exposure to determine the association with the outcome. 
In time-to-pregnancy (TTP) studies, for example, cohorts of couples 
attempting to become pregnant are followed either prospectively or 
retrospectively until pregnancy is achieved. Men may be informants 
for prospective TTP studies, particularly when paternal behaviors or 
exposures are thought to impact the outcome of interest. Similarly, 
retrospective TTP cohorts may be constructed based on the male partner’s 
exposures. Results of prospective and retrospective TTP studies may differ, 
as pregnancy attempts are the usual sampling unit for prospective studies; 
whereas, the pregnancy itself is the usual sampling unit for retrospective 
studies.12 In general, less recall bias is anticipated among prospective 
than retrospective cohorts, and for retrospective cohort studies, less 
recall bias among shorter-term than longer-term studies. Examples of 
prospective cohort studies are men involved in pesticide application 
due to the seasonal application of pesticides.13,14 The period of pesticide 
use is known and the men can be followed evaluating their reproductive 
health. If semen analyses are conducted to predict reproductive outcome, 
correct timing is needed. Since the time for spermatogenesis and delivery 
of mature sperm to the ejaculate is approximately 72 days, if primary 
spermatogonia were affected by exposure, this would not be observed in a 
time frame which covered less than 80–90 days. Thus, a study of “summer 
hire” workers may not make valid conclusions regarding the effect on 
spermatogenesis of a 2-month exposure among pesticide applicators, 
although other reproductive functions can be assessed.13 An example of 
a long-term retrospective cohort study was the 1989 Vietnam experience 
study, in which military veterans were grouped according to whether or 

not they had served in Vietnam from 1967 to 1972.15 This study was able 
to detect subsequent differences between the groups in semen quality and 
TTP, but revealed little about the reproductive health of the individuals 
at the time of exposure.

Case‑control Studies
Case-control or case-referent studies involve comparing the frequency 
of toxic exposure of men who have experienced reproductive 
dysfunction to those without such a medical history.16 Case-control 
studies provide an efficient design to detect the association of rare 
outcomes with toxic exposures. Infertility clinics can provide a good 
resource for case-control studies.17 A strong advantage of using infertile 
couples in such studies is the individual and patient follow-up that is 
not normally done in research studies. The infertility clinic case-control 
studies tend to emphasize pregnancy success and not the etiology of the 
infertility.18 Tielemans et al,19 utilized a case-control study of infertility 
patients to show an association between aromatic solvents and 
abnormal semen quality. Study subjects were in four groups: normal 
semen analysis (controls), those with a semen value below the World 
Health Organization (WHO) reference value, those with very poor 
semen quality (sperm concentration < 5 million, percent motile < 10%, 
or normal morphology < 5%), and azoospermic men. The use of a 
case-crossover design of patients undergoing in vitro fertilization is 
a powerful design where exposure is needed during follow-up, the 
exposure must have an immediate effect and the exposure’s immediate 
effect is not carried over to the next cycle.

Nassar and coinvestigators20 applied the case-control study method 
to examine an association between parental exposure to endocrine 
disrupting chemicals (EDCs) and hypospadias among their offspring. 
Cases were obtained from a state birth defects registry in Australia 
and controls were a random sample of non-cases from birth records 
from the same state. Maternal and paternal occupations, as well as 
information on other potential confounders and covariates, were 
obtained from birth records. Maternal and paternal exposure to 
EDCs was estimated for the various occupations. Use of this approach 
permitted separate estimates of the odds of hypospadias given maternal 
and paternal prenatal EDC exposures.

Case-control studies are subject to considerable bias when cases do 
not arise from the same population as controls. When cases and controls 
are selected from existing cohorts, such designs are described as “nested” 
case-control studies; this approach lowers the risk of bias as both cases 
and controls are drawn from the same population, plus it is cost-effective.

Cross‑sectional Studies
The cross-sectional study design is the most common design for 
investigating the effects of occupational exposure and adverse male 
reproductive health. In most occupational field investigations, the 
workers have been employed for some time and have been exposed to 
the potential hazard and are usually currently exposed. A cross-sectional 
study provides a “snapshot” of men’s exposures and reproductive 
outcomes as they exist at a fixed point in time. Traditionally, the study 
team recruits workers, determines current exposure, work history, 
as well as current and historic reproductive health. In contrast with 
cohort and case-control studies, a purely cross-sectional study does not 
usually include either prospective or retrospective exposure or outcome 
information. There are, however, cross-sectional studies where outcome 
prevalence is associated with a past exposure if the time of exposure can 
be ascertained. Cross-sectional prospective occupational studies can be 
conducted where the current exposure is noted and reproductive health 
is studied prospectively as in TTP studies.21 Cross-sectional studies are 
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often less expensive to implement than other study designs and so are 
often used to examine hypothesized relationships. Cross-sectional data 
can be used to estimate the prevalence, not incidence, of an outcome. 
Cross-sectional studies can show associations between exposure and 
reproductive health, but they do not show causation.22

Clinic‑based Studies
Case studies typically involve a physician in a clinic or hospital 
reporting reproductive effects in exposed workers. These reports 
involve the evaluation of individuals, groups of men with the same 
exposure (e.g., occupation, lifestyle), or clinical treatment following 
accidental exposure. While such reports rarely provide a definitive 
relationship between exposure and male reproductive effects, they can 
serve as sentinel reports that initiate further studies.

Some case studies provide unique information that would not be 
observed by using other study methods. One such study of a firearms 
instructor23 demonstrates the effect of lead on sperm. The instructor had 
fathered one son, but became infertile as a result of an elevated blood lead 
concentration of 88 µgdl−1. During the next 3 years, the lead exposure 
was decreased and he was placed on chelation therapy. His sperm count 
increased as his blood levels decreased, and he subsequently fathered 
another child after his blood level of lead fell below 30 µgdl−1. Similarly, 
after men exposed to high levels of kepone in the work environment were 
treated with cholestyramine to offset the toxic action of kepone, their 
sperm count and sperm motility increased accordingly.24

Surveillance
Surveillance of human male reproductive health encompasses 
monitoring levels of adverse reproductive health effects in male 
populations and adverse effects on their offspring. Large scale 
surveillance programs are ideally population-based, and thus describe 
information useful for tracking rates (e.g., incidence, prevalence) and 
ratios (e.g., standardized fertility, birth, and sex ratios) over time and 
comparing rates and ratios within and between populations. These 
systems are primarily registry based and maintained or supported by 
government agencies. Use of these systems to track male reproductive 
outcomes among subgroups of exposed men  (e.g.,  occupational 
groups, etc.) or to study exposure-reproductive disease relationships, 
are limited by the extent such systems fail to capture men’s exposures. 
For instance, Fitzgerald et al.25 found “father’s usual occupation” listed 
on birth certificates by only one-third of states in the US. Because 
exposure variables available from surveillance databases are often 
generalized, careful attention to the appropriate use and interpretation 
of such data is indicated. Brender et  al.26 found agreement on 
paternal occupation between reported  (maternal interview) and 
recorded (birth certificate) data sources 63% of the time.

Surveillance to monitor male reproductive health among targeted 
population subgroups (e.g., occupational, clinical) is also conducted. In 
the US, a surveillance strategy for evaluating men working with known 
male reproductive toxicants was proposed and conducted by a team 
from the University of California.27 However, this program had many 
problems and was eventually discontinued.28 While this first attempt was 
discouraging, surveillance remains warranted as chemicals such as lead 
and ethylene glycol ethers remain in the US workplace, posing a potential 
hazard to the reproductive health of the male worker. Better surveillance is 
needed to monitor employees working with these and other occupational 
toxicants. The addition of biological markers of reproduction and semen 
characteristics, along with evaluation for use of occupational exposure 
data from existing sources (e.g., birth certificates) are potential activities 
to enhance human surveillance.29 Surveillance of reproductive health 

findings across multiple studies may also be conducted in the form of 
systematic reviews or meta-analyses, such as multinational efforts to 
monitor for the existence of declines in men’s sperm counts.30

ASSESSMENTS OF MALE REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Toxicants can attack the male reproductive system at one of several 
sites, or at multiple sites. These sites and the assays associated with 
their respective functions are discussed individually. This does not 
necessarily indicate that there exists an absolute one-to-one relationship 
between a particular measurement and the associated site of action. 
These sites include the neuroendocrine system, the testes, accessory 
sex glands, and sexual function.

The establishment of a male reproductive profile for assessing 
reproductive potential for both individual and population investigations 
is essential. The same profile can be used for both types of studies, but there 
are some basic differences in methodology. The endocrine assessment 
profile illustrated in Table 1 is being used by the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) to assess populations exposed 
to potential reproductive toxicants. Differences between assessing the 
individual vs the population will be noted. A summary of assessments 
and specific methodologies follow. If individual data  (vs population 
comparisons) are to be used, care should be taken to compare the results 
with the normal range of results of the laboratory conducting the analysis 

Table 1: Endocrine profile for assessing reproductive toxicant effects

Hormone Fluid for measurement

Saliva Blood Urine

Luteinizing X X

Follicle stimulating X X

Inhibin B X

Testosterone

Total X X

Free X X

Table 2: Examples of workplace exposures affecting reproductive health

Site of action Examples

Neuroendocrine

Hormone profile Insecticide,36 lead,37–39 organophosphate,14,40,41 DDE,42 
manganese,43 phthalates44

Testicles

Sperm 
concentration

Lead,37,45 diesel exhaust,46 pesticide,47 bisphenol A,48 
organophosphate,49 chromium,50 paraquat/malathion47

Sperm morphology Insecticides,36 lead,45 carbon disulfide,51 pesticide,47 
bisphenol A,48 petrochemical,52 carbofuran,53 nickel50

Sperm genetics Phthalate,54 styrene55, organophosphate56, carbyl57, 
fenvalerate58, lead45,59, benzene60

Accessory sex glands

Toxicant in semen Lead,38 trichloroethylene,61 boron,62,63 cadmium64

Semen volume Lead,38 organophosphate,65 paraquat/malathion47

Sperm viability Carbon disulfide,51 bisphenol A,48 lead45

Sperm motility Insecticides,36 diesel exhaust,46 lead,45 carbon disulfide,51 
phthalate,54 pesticide,47 bisphenol A,48 fenvalerate,67 
petrochemical,52 welding,50 N, N‑dimethylformamide,68 
abamectin,69 paraquat/malathion47

Sexual function

Libido Carbon disulfide,51 bisphenol A70

Erectile function Bisphenol A,70 bicycle saddles66

Penis sensitivity Bicycle saddles66

Ejaculatory function Bisphenol A70
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and not published values. If a population-based study is being conducted, 
a concurrent comparison cohort must be used and the analyses should 
be blind to exposure status. The WHO has published reference values 
for various semen parameters.31

Table  2 provides examples of occupational exposures which 
have been shown to have negative effects on one or more sites of 
male reproduction. The most effective data collection is achieved 
by establishing a temporary laboratory near the worksite for 
blood collection and designed such that the semen samples can be 
conveniently submitted. Studies with multiple study sites or long 
recruitment periods may make establishing a temporary laboratory 
impractical. In this case, blood can be collected by a local nurse or 
clinic and serum shipped to the analytical lab. The semen sample can 
be collected, placed in a cold (not frozen) container, and shipped to 
the andrology lab.71 When semen is shipped in this manner, sperm 
motility and viability measures are compromised; but, the other semen 
parameters can be assessed.72

Neuroendocrine System
The endocrine and nervous systems work in concert to coordinate the 
function of the various components of the reproductive axis, drawing 
upon inputs that are external  (e.g.,  sexual cues, temperature) and 
internal (e.g., checks and balances between endocrine tissue function, 
metabolic status). The reproductive neuroendocrine system involves 
the concert of several endocrine glands including the hypothalamus, 
the pituitary, and the testes. Reproductive toxicants may affect one or 
more of these glands or their interaction. The reproductive endocrine 
status of the male can be assessed by measuring the hormones in 
the blood, urine, and/or saliva, depending on the hormone. The 
principal hormones of interest for assessing the effects of reproductive 
toxicants in men are luteinizing hormone (LH), follicle stimulating 
hormone (FSH), inhibin B, and testosterone.

Since the circulating profile of LH is pulsatile, the status of this 
hormone for the individual, if measured in blood, is best estimated in 
serial samples. The pooled results of three samples collected at 20-min 
intervals will provide the best estimate of mean concentration.73 Yet, 
multiple blood draws often result in poor participation rates of workers. 
If a population is being evaluated, a single blood sample per individual 
may suffice.74 Alternatively, an integral of its pulsatile secretion may be 
obtained by measuring LH in urine.75

Circulating FSH levels are not as variable as those for LH. This is 
attributable in part to a longer circulating half-life for FSH compared 
to LH.76 Thus, analysis of a single blood sample for an individual will 
provide a more reliable estimate of FSH than for LH. FSH can also be 
measured in urine for the sake of convenience. Neither gonadotropin 
is exuded into the saliva.

While the circhoral variation of inhibin B levels secreted by the 
Sertoli cells into the serum is also nominal, there exists a significant 
diurnal pattern, with higher levels in the early morning hours.77 
Therefore, inhibin B levels can be assessed with a single serum sample, 
but efforts should be made to standardize the time of sample collection. 
Inhibin B cannot be measured meaningfully in urine or saliva.

Approximately 2% of circulating testosterone is free, with the 
remainder bound to sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG), albumin, 
and other serum proteins. The free circulating testosterone is the 
active component and therefore provides a more accurate marker 
of physiologically available testosterone than does total circulating 
testosterone under conditions when SHBG concentration or binding 
may be variable.73 Circulating testosterone levels, like those for LH, 
exhibit circhoral fluctuations. Estimates of free and total testosterone 

can be determined in single blood samples, but may be improved by 
assaying multiple blood samples and pooling the results.

Serum levels of total and free testosterone can be measured 
directly. However, serum free testosterone concentrations are more 
accurately determined by calculating them from serum concentrations 
of total testosterone, SHBG, albumin, and an association constant.78 
Alternatively, a single measurement in urine of testosterone after 
sample hydrolysis or of a testosterone metabolite (e.g., androsterone, 
etiocholanolone, or testosterone glucuronide) provides a convenient 
index of total testosterone.79 Quantifying testosterone in saliva 
affords a convenient alternative to blood sampling, while providing a 
measure of the unbound, biologically active component of circulating 
testosterone.80 If measuring steroid hormone metabolites in urine, 
consideration should be given to the potential that the exposure 
being studied may alter the metabolism of excreted metabolites. This 
is especially pertinent since most metabolites are formed by the liver, 
a target of many toxicants. Lead, for example, reduces the amount 
of sulfated steroids that were excreted into the urine.81 Precision of 
urinary measurements is improved by normalizing urinary flow 
rate  (concentration) by adjusting for urinary levels of creatinine or 
osmolality.

Recently, the utility of assessing SHBG in clinical medicine has 
been noted82 and there are reports of associations of endocrine active 
toxicants with the level of SHBG.83,84 Therefore, the level of SHBG may 
become a useful biomarker in the assessment male reproductive health.

Circulating levels for the reproductive hormones become elevated 
during the night as the male enters puberty. In men, secretion of 
testosterone and inhibin B maintain this diurnal pattern through 
adulthood, with peak values in early morning and declining towards 
late afternoon.77 This pattern appears to be driven by sleep, not a 
circadian rhythm.85 Thus, samples for assessing testosterone and inhibin 
B should be collected at approximately the same time of day to avoid 
variations due to diurnal secretory patterns.

In summary, Table  1 lists the primary hormones for assessing 
reproductive toxicity effects in men. FSH, LH, inhibin B, and 
testosterone can all be evaluated in a population-based study by 
assessing the hormone levels in a single blood sample from each man, 
preferable at about the same time of day. A wide variety of potentially 
toxic occupational exposures have been reported to alter levels of one 
or more of these hormones (Table 2).

Testes
Semen analysis provides a useful profile of the function of the male 
reproductive system. The WHO31 has published reference ranges for 
semen parameters. Specific instructions should be provided to each man 
to ensure that the semen sample is properly collected by masturbation 
after a set time of abstinence (usually 2–3 days) and delivered to the 
laboratory within 1 hour from the time of ejaculation. The men should 
be instructed to maintain the semen at room temperature, avoiding any 
temperature shock to the sperm cells. At the time of collecting the semen 
sample, each subject should record the duration of abstinence, time of 
semen collection, and any information regarding sample collection loss 
or spillage. Providing a label on the jar facilitates the recording of this 
information.

Semen analyses can be conducted in two phases. The initial evaluation 
of the sample should be conducted when the sample arrives at the 
laboratory (or field site) and should consist of recording the temperature, 
turbidity, color, liquefaction time, and volume of the semen. Temperature 
shock to the semen sample can affect many sperm parameters. An 
inexpensive temperature logging monitor (Maxim Integrated, San Jose, 
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CA, USA) on the collection jar is useful to determine the temperatures to 
which the semen has been exposed since collection. Motility assessments, 
viability estimates, sperm counts, the preparation of slides, and preservation 
of seminal plasma should also be conducted at this time. Sperm motility 
should be assessed objectively either with computer-assisted sperm 
analysis (CASA), or by another objective assessment.86 Motility assessment 
can be conducted onsite with the fresh ejaculate or video recorded for 
future analyses. Morphologic and morphometric analyses of sperm on 
slides may be conducted at a later time.

Sperm viability may be determined by vital stain87 or by 
hypo-osmotic swelling (HOS assay).88 The HOS assay determines the 
structural and functional integrity of the cell membrane.89

Sperm morphology should be estimated on fixed, stained semen 
smears. During the past 30 years, several schemes have been presented 
for the assessment of normal and abnormal sperm morphologies. Since 
1980, WHO has adopted different sperm morphology classifications 
several times. Currently, there are two widely accepted classification 
systems, WHO 3rd Edition90 (often called traditional morphology) and 
WHO 5th Edition (often called strict morphology).31 The main difference 
between these classification systems is how they classify a “borderline 
normal” sperm. They are reported as normal with traditional scheme 
and abnormal with the strict scheme.91 Morphometric computer 
analysis systems provide objective assessments of individual sperm 
head size and shape. Sperm morphometry is routinely used as part of 
the assessment of reproductive hazards to male workers.92

Sperm concentration, sperm morphology, and sperm head 
morphometry all provide indices of the integrity of spermatogenesis 
and spermiogenesis.

Epidemiological studies of large populations have demonstrated 
increased frequency of adverse pregnancies in women whose 
husbands were working in various occupations.20,93–95 Case-control 
studies also can associate a specific adverse outcome with paternal 
exposure.96 Such studies are very important in hypothesis 
generating for genetic damage to sperm, however, genetic damage 
is difficult to detect in human sperm.97 This is primarily because 
the chromosomes are in interphase, that is, with no replication 
and no production of proteins. Some methods being used to 
detect genetic damage with varying success are fluorescent in situ 
hybridization  (FISH)98–100  of  certain chromosomes, terminal 
transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL), comet, and the sperm 
chromatin stability assay.101–104 DNA adducts may also provide 
information about spermatogenesis. Several reports have shown that 
paternal exposure may affect pregnancy or the health of the offspring. 
These data have stimulated research into the genetic stability of the 
sperm cell and the cause/effect relationships of damage to sperm.

Accessory Sex Glands
Seminal plasma is not essential for fertilization; thus, the artificial 
insemination of sperm collected from the epididymis results 
in conception. On the other hand, seminal plasma contributes 
importantly to the normal coitus-fertilization scenario. Seminal plasma 
serves as a vehicle for sperm transport, a buffer from the hostile acidic 
vaginal environment, and an initial energy source for the sperm. 
Cervical mucus prevents passage of seminal plasma into the uterus. 
Some constituents of seminal plasma, however, are carried into the 
uterus to the site of fertilization by adhering to the sperm membrane.

The viability and motility of spermatozoa in seminal plasma are 
typically a reflection of seminal plasma quality. Alterations in sperm 
viability or alterations in sperm motility parameters would suggest an 
effect on the accessory sex glands.

Biochemical analysis of seminal plasma provides insights into 
the function of the accessory sex glands. Chemicals that are secreted 
primarily by each of the glands of this system are typically selected to 
serve as a marker for each respective gland. Measuring volume provides 
additional general information on the nature of seminal plasma.

Seminal plasma may be analyzed for the presence of a toxicant 
or its metabolite. Heavy metals have been detected in seminal 
plasma using atomic absorption spectrophotometry,105 while 
halogenated hydrocarbons have been measured in seminal fluid by 
gas chromatography after extraction105 or protein-limiting filtration.106 

A toxicant or its metabolite may act directly on accessory sex glands 
to alter the quality or quantity of their secretions. Alternatively, the 
toxicant may enter the seminal plasma107–109 and thereby affect the 
sperm and the body of the female partner after intercourse, or may be 
carried to the site of fertilization on the sperm membrane and affect 
the ova or conceptus. Reports of occupational effects on the accessory 
sex glands in humans are referenced in Table 2.

Several sperm assessment methods measure the sperm function110 
and may evaluate sperm across more than one of the subjective toxicant 
site divisions outlined above. The penetration of sperm through 
cervical mucus  (or viscous fluids stimulating cervical mucus),111–113 
the penetration of sperm into a zona-free hamster egg  (sperm 
penetration assay, SPA),114 the penetration of sperm through a zona 
pellucida removed from immature human ova (hemizona assay), and 
the binding to hyaluronic acid115 have been shown to evaluate different 
sperm functions.116,117 These have not been widely utilized in assessing 
reproductive toxicants in the occupational setting.

Sexual Function
Human sexual function refers to the integrated activities of the 
testes and secondary sex glands, the endocrine control systems, 
and the central nervous system-based behavioral and psychological 
components of reproduction (libido). Erection, ejaculation, and orgasm 
are three distinct, independent physiological and psychodynamic 
events that normally occur concurrently in men. If details regarding 
functions or mechanisms are desired see Kandeel et al.118

Burnett119 published a review on the effects of environmental 
exposures on erectile function. Assessment of occupational 
exposure-induced anomalies of sexual function is difficult. The 
researcher usually must rely on the testimony and recall of the 
worker regarding his sexual function. This testimony may often 
be confounded by the bias of the individual to guard his ego or 
masculine image, or to attribute a preexisting libido problem to 
exposures at work.

Burris and colleague120 reported application of a monitor (Rigiscan®) 
for assessing erection at home. The assessment of erectile function using 
the Rigiscan® has been used successfully in the occupational setting in 
studies of bicycle patrol officers.66,121

The assessment of ejaculate volume may provide information on 
the integrity of the emission phase of ejaculation. This is complicated 
by effects on the accessory sex glands. Thus, a semen sample of reduced 
volume but with a normal ratio of constituents (marker chemicals), 
supports a diagnosis of an emission phase defect.

The numbness or loss of feeling of the penis can be objectively 
measured using a biothesiometer. The equipment can easily be set up 
in a private room (i.e., a lavatory) and the computer operator can be in 
an adjoining room. The study subject places his penis in a plastic trough 
and the computer operator sends signals to the apparatus to increase or 
decrease vibration to detect the level of vibration that can be sensed by 
the penis.66
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FUTURE ASSESSMENT METHODS
There are several new methods that may play a key role in future 
studies of toxicant exposures and male reproduction,32–34 especially 
epigenetic disorders.35 As new methods are added to the reproductive 
health profile there are some potential limitations that need to 
be considered; are methods practical in an environmental or 
occupational field setting (or easily preserved for later assessment); 
is there adequate statistical power with typical field study sample 
sizes assessing accuracy and precision; and is there enough semen 
available in most specimens to analyze all of the measures requiring 
a prioritization scheme.

QUESTIONS FROM THE PANEL
Q1: In the planning of future studies, is it important to take ethnicity 
of the study population into consideration? Please discuss this.

A1: There are several studies comparing reproductive 
assessments in isolated ethnic populations. These include the Inuit and 
aboriginal populations. In most occupational studies the populations 
being studied or compared are generally racially and ethnically 
mixed. Although there may appear to be ethnic differences, they may 
actually be geographic or regional differences. This has been noted in 
the United States,122,123 Europe,124 France,125 China,126,127 and Japan.128 
These regional differences may include ethnic differences, but also 
social economic status, lifestyle, climate, and other regional exposures 
such as pesticides, air pollution, etc. There may also be some ethnic 
differences within communities and regions due to discrimination 
and ethnic opportunities.129 All these potential confounders need be 
considered when planning occupational field studies.
 Q2: Cocktail effects due to lifestyle, for example, smoking.

A2: Lifestyle and previous exposures can have a major effect on 
reproductive health. There is a relatively new approach to assessing 
the comprehensive assessment of an individual’s lifetime exposure 
history from preconception, through sensitive windows, to current 
and concurrent exposures called the exposome.71,130 While these 
technologies are being developed, the most useful approach is to 
ensure that control and exposed populations remain very similar. 
The information gathered on each individual should include 
current lifestyle information (e.g., illness, smoking or use of alcohol, 
medication, pesticide, etc.) determining whether one population of 
workers is more or less likely to have the lifestyle effect (i.e., if toxic 
exposure is explosive, workers may be less likely to be smokers)131 and 
most importantly modeling your statistical analyses correcting for 
covariates or in extreme cases removing individuals from the analyses.
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